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The London Archaeological Research Facility 
THE PRINCIPAL aim of this independent body, which was 
formed in 1992, is to promote research intothe development of 
London through the closer co-operation of the principal ar- 
chaeological agencies currently working there. It  also actively 
encourages the publication of that research. Under the chair- 
manship of Professor James Graham-Campbell, an Advisory 
Board has been appointed to promote the work, to seek f unding 
and to administer those funds. 

Its first project was a building recording exercise at St Vedast 
church (see LA 7 no. 3,67-7z), but it is also concerned with post- 
excavation work. Research students from the Institute of Ar- 
chaeology at University College London have been working 
with archaeologists at the Museum of London on an informal 
basis for  many years. Beginning in October 1992, a new scheme 
was launched which aims to provide a more formal structure 
for such joint research, for  the mutual benefit of allparties. The 
situation is this: the Museum has a backlog of archaeological 
material which it is at present unable to study or publish, while 
every year University College has a number of students cur- 
rently seeking dissertation projects. Aspart of ageneral move to 
forge closer links between these major archaeological institu- 
tions, a range of material from recent excavations has kindly 
been made available to  UCL students for legitimate research 
projects. The scheme, which is co-ordinated by Gustav Milne, 
has the support of the Museum of London, the MOLAS senior 
management team and the approval of the Academic Board of 
the Institute of Archaeology. A report published by the Muse- 
ums Association in 1992 Museums and Higher Education high- 
lights the value of such projects, stressing the importance of 
furthering collaboration between museums and universities. 

Following on from Henrietta Clare's study of the Roman 
panpipes published in the last issue of the London Archaeolgist, 
summaries of more dissertations on London material prepared 
by UCL students in 1992-3 are included in this issue. 

New Egyptian Gallery at the British Museum 
THE NEW Raymond and Beverly Sackler Gallery of Early 
Egypt wasopenedat the British Museum on r6October. I t  traces 
the history of Egypt f rom the adoption of agriculture in about 
5000 BC to  the establishment of a centralised state in about 3000 
BC. The new gallery contains many objects from burials at 
Abydos and Saqqara, including inscribed tombstones, stone 
vases, copper tools and vessels, and delicate ivory or bone 
carvings. A major exhibit is a reconstructed Predynastic grave 
containing typical vases and other objects around the naturally- 
preserved body of a man from about 3300 BC. The book Early 
Egypt, by A. J. Spencer, is available f rom the Museum bookshop, 
price L9.95. 

Tebbutt Research Fund 
THIS FUND was established as a tribute to  the life and work 
of the late C. F. Tebbutt, OBE, FSA. Individuals and groups are 
invited to  apply for  grants towards research, including associ- 
ated expenses, into any aspect of the Wealden Iron Industry. 

I t  is anticipated that about £200 will be available from the 
fund. Any interested person should write a suitable letter of 
application giving details of themselves together with relevant 
information concerning the research envisaged. 

Details should be sent to  the Hon. Secretary, Wealden Iron 
Research Group, Mrs Shiela Broomf ield, 8 Woodview Crescent, 
Hildenborough, Tonbridge, Kent TNII ~ H D ,  tel. (0732) 838698. 
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cross-hatched bezel is one of a number of patterns 
unique to this type of ring: it has been suggested 
that the cross-hatching provided keying or pig- 
mentz8. The significance of what is perhaps the 
most appealing design, that of the facemask (no. 
13), has yet to be decided: it had been suggested that 
such rings should be seen as pilgrim souvenirsz9. 
Given the broad similarity of the Vintry facemask 
with the head of king William as shown on con- 
temporary coins30, it is possible that it may repre- 
sent a token of allegiance or patriotism. That apart, 
the majority of the Vintry rings are seen as purely 
decorative items, a fashionable dress accessory mass 
produced in London for the large local market 
from at least the 12th century. Indeed, study of the 
finger rings from the Cheapside hoard supple- 
mented by more recent finds suggest that the trend 
had already begun in the 11th century31. These items 
were purely decorative, and were presumably en- 
joyed by a wider proportion of the inhabitants 

than could afford the more expensive gold and 
silver rings. 
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